Let X be a complex manifold of (complex) dimension n and n: B-> X be a holomorphic vector bundle over X. We consider the vector space of C°° d closed 5-valued
If X is uueakly \-complete and B is positive outside a compact subset of X and of rank 1, H n ' q (X, B) is finite dimensional for q>I.
The author expresses his hearty thanks to Dr. A. Fujiki and Professor S. Nakano for their kind advices. § I. Notations
Let us fix the notations. We denote by X a connected paracompact complex manifold of dimension n. We denote for a subset K of X, the interior of K, the boundary of K and the closure of K by Int K, dK and K, respectively. For two subsets K-L and K 2 of X, we mean by K^K Z that A ^-valued differential form f on X is a system {ft} ofdiff erential forms defined on C7 £ , satisfying /^ = e^-fj in C7 f H £7}.
We denote by C P>5 (X) (C 
(8)
We also denote by 9 the smallest closed extension of 
A(0=e*p-
Then A(£) is a C°° plurisubharmonic function vanishing in a neighbourhood of K, and d{x\X(fl)(x)) = 0} is smooth, so we may take ¥:
Since X is a paracompact manifold of class C°° it has a hermitian metric ds z . Let {^} be a metric along the fibers of B. 
where r is a real valued function of class C°° such that 
where t; and w are non-negative continuous functions independent of r.
We choose a non-decreasing continuous function p(f) such that
We use the following lemma due to S. Nakano. In what follows ds* and {a t } are assumed to satisfy 1) and 2) of Lemma 2. 4.
For an integer v, we define (45) (/,(7),= (/,ff),r, and
g^L'-*(X,B,vV).
We let ft, be the formal adjoint of d with respect to the inner product We use a well known formula in differential geometry in the following form.
Lemma 3 e 1.
•where e ( x _) = L + e OV^T dd¥) .
Proof)
We let 
We have
Hence (56) e(^)A 'A-AD') + (D'A-AD')d -D' (dA -Ad) -(dA -Ad~)D'}
= Dv-*~1Dv* on X-K lt q.e.d. For more details, see [5] . (sw\ wry n\-if;feLi£(X,B),df=0} 
Proposition 4 B 4 9
The natural map 
